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Hosted by the Maritime and oceanic law centre from the University of Nantes in co-operation with the Scandinavian Institute of Maritime Law, Oslo

Friday, 29 September, 2006

8H15 : Welcome

8H45 : Introduction  
Gwenaele Proutière-Maulion – University of Nantes

9H – 12H45 First Session : LABOR LAW

Chairman : Jean-Pierre BEURIER – University of Nantes

BJORKHOLM Mikaela – Scandinavian Institute of Maritime Law, University of Oslo : The right of collective action (in particular blockade/boycott of ships) vs. the freedoms of the EC internal market

CHAUMETTE Patrick – University of Nantes : Repatriating seamen and guaranteeing the solvency of the shipowner

CHRISTODOULOU- VAROTSI Iliana – Panteion University of Athens, Scandinavian Institute of Maritime Law, University of Oslo: The welfare of seamen: Challenges under the new control of the consolidated agreement

10H30 Coffee break

Chairman : Erik ROSAEG - Scandinavian Institute of maritime Law, University of Oslo

FOTINOPPOULOU- BASURKO Olga – Universidad del Pais Vasco/ Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea : The right to privacy and the ID document of seafarers

MARIN Marie et CHARBONNEAU Alexandre – University of Nantes : The plan for a consolidated agreement on maritime work: the complaint ashore

SANDELL Peter Ivar- Satakunta University of Applied Sciences (Finland) : The status and roles of the master

12H45 LUNCH
14h15- 18h30 Second session : ERIKA III

Chairman : Hannu HONKA – Abo Akademi

RINGBOM Henrik - Scandinavian Institute of Maritime Law, University of Oslo : EU’s Exercise of its port and coastal state jurisdiction

BELAYER ROILLE Alexandra – University of Rennes : The flag State control : towards the Community conditions of registration

HOOYDONK Eric Van – European Institute of Maritime and Transport Law of Antwerp : Recent developments regarding places of refuge

LORENZON Filippo – Tsimplis Mickael – University of Southampton : Classifications societies

16h15 Coffee Break

Chairman : Stephano ZUNARELLI – University of Bologna

OSANTE Jose Manuel Martin, Facultad de Derecho. Unidad Delegada de Leioa Sarriena Leioa (Vizcaya) : Limitation of liability in Spain and the Erika III Package

NESTEROWICZ Malgorzata – European Maritime Safety Agencie : A third set of Community legislative measures in favour of maritime safety – the liability projects

ROSAEG Erik - Scandinavian Institute of Maritime Law, University of Oslo: Maritime liabilities at the crossroads

Saturday, 30 September, 2006

9H- 12H30 Third session : Environment protection

Chairman : Ignacio ARROYO – University Autonoma of Barcelona

ROCHETTE Julien – SCOVAZI Tulio – University of Nantes, University “Biccoca” of Milan : The plan for a mediterranean protocol on the process of integrating the management of coastal areas

CARBONE Serge, MUNARI Francesco – University of Genoa : Directive 35/2004 and liability for damages to the marine environment

THOMAS Rhidian – University of Swansea : Ship arrest as a procedural remedy for ship source environmental damage

10H30 Coffee break

Chairman : Guido CAMARDA – University of Palermo (to confine)

SOYER Baris – University of Swansea : The potential impact of the ISPS Code on various international liability conventions dealing with marine pollution.

WETTERSTEIN Peter – Abo Akademi : The necessity of revising the liability of shipowners (environmental impact)

STAVANG Endre – University of Oslo: The economics of the EU environmental liability directive, a lawyer’s point of view
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Registration form

Name : .............................................Surname : .............................................
University : ............................................................................................................
Address : ...................................................................................................................
Zip Code : .......................... City : .................................................................
Country..................................................
Tél : .......................................................... Email : ........................................

Registration ‘s dates :
- 29th september  
- 30th september  

Registration ‘s fee :
- 150 € (includes conferences and lunch)
- 50 € (dinner of the 29th september)

Please return this registration form by fax : 00.33.02.40.14.15.00 to Mrs Catherine Larcher
or by email : cdmol44@yahoo.fr - before : 15th july 2006.

Payment :
- France : Chèque bancaire à l’ordre de l’agent comptable de l’Université de Nantes.
- Abroad : international money order or cheque
  To order of : M. l’Agent Comptable de l’Université de Nantes
  Trésor Public Nantes Compte N° 00003000264 clé 78
  Code établissement 10071 - Code guichet 44000
  IBAN : FR 76 1007 1440 0000 0010 0026 446
  BIC (Swift code) : BDFEFRPPXXX
  N° TVA communautaire : FR6619440984300019